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1 Introduction

Let (X,d) be a compact metric space, and f be a continuous map on X. We consider the
associated autonomous difference equation of the following form:

xi+1= f (xi). (1.1)

A finite or infinite sequence {x0,x1,···} of points in X is called a δ-pseudo-orbit (δ> 0)
of (1.1) if d( f (xi−1),xi)< δ for all i≥1. We say that Eq. (1.1), (or f ) has usual shadowing
property if for every ε>0, there exists δ>0 such that for every δ-pseudo-orbit {x0,x1,···},
there exists y∈X with d( f i(y),xi)< ε for all i≥0. The notion of pseudo-orbits appeared
in several branches of dynamical systems theory, and various types of the shadowing
property were presented and investigated extensively, see [5, 6, 11, 12].

In this paper we study shadowing property of nonautonomous discrete systems. We
consider the compact metric space X and a sequence f1,∞ = { fi}

∞

i=1 in which each fi :
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X → X is continuous. We call the pair (X, f1,∞) a nonautonomous discrete system (on
X). For further simplicity we use only f1,∞ in the sequel. The associated nonautonomous
difference equation has the following form:

xi+1= fi(xi). (1.2)

For every n≥ i≥1, we write f n
i = fn◦ fn−1◦···◦ fi.

Orbit of a nonautonomous system f1,∞ in a point x is the following sequence:

O(x)={x, f1(x), f2◦ f1(x),··· , fn◦···◦ f1(x),···}.

On the other hand a pseudo-orbit of the system is as follows:

Definition 1.1. A finite or infinite sequence {x0,x1,···} of points in X is called a δ-pseudo-
orbit (δ>0) of (1.2), if d( fi(xi−1),xi)<δ for all i≥1.

In the nonautonomous case the standard definition of shadowing has the following
form, see [12]:

Definition 1.2. We say that f1,∞ has shadowing property if, for every ε> 0, there exists
δ>0 such that for every δ-pseudo-orbit {x0,x1,···}, there exists y∈X with d(y,x0)<ε and
d( f i

1(y),xi)< ε, for all i≥1.

In this paper we investigate the relation of various expansivity such as positively
expansive, locally expanding, weakly locally expanding, ··· , with shadowing and h-
shadowing property.

2 Shadowing and expansivity

First we prove the following simple lemma.

Lemma 2.1. The sequence f1,∞ has shadowing property if and only if for every ε>0 there exists
δ>0 such that every finite δ-pseudo-orbit is ε-shadowed.

Proof. Let ε>0 and δ>0 be such that every finite δ-pseudo-orbit, ε
2 -shadowed. Let {xi}

∞

i=1

be a δ-pseudo-orbit. For every n≥ 1, {x0,x1,··· ,xn}, ε
2 -shadowed by ynǫX and there is a

subsequence {ynk
}k≥0 and a point yǫX such that ynk

→ y as k→∞. Now for each i ≥ 1,
there is a nk > i such that d( f i

1(ynk
), f i

1(y))<
ε
2 . Therefore

d( f i
1(y),xi)≤d( f i

1(y), f i
1(ynk

))+d( f i
1(ynk

),xi)< ε

and hence f1,∞ has the shadowing property.

There are several variants of shadowing property, we define a stronger form which is
called h-shadowing, see [2, 9].
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Definition 2.1. The sequence f1,∞ has h-shadowing property if for every ε>0 there exists
δ>0 such that for every δ-pseudo-orbit {x0,x1,··· ,xn}⊆X there is y∈X with d(y,x0)< ε
and,

d( f i
1(y),xi)< ε for all 1≤ i<n and f n

1 (y)= xn.

In the case of an autonomous difference equation various notions of expansivity such
as positively expansive, locally expanding, ··· , have been introduced and their properties
studied extensively, see [1,8,14]. We consider a nonautonomous form of expansivity and
a modified form of equicontinuouity.

Definition 2.2. We say that the sequence f1,∞ is positively expansive, with expansive
constant e>0, if x 6=y, then for every N∈N there is n≥N such that d( f n

N(x), f n
N(y))> e.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the sequence f1,∞ is positively expansive and has shadowing property
then it has h-shadowing property.

Proof. Let e>0 be the expansive constant, ε<e and δ>0 is provided by the shadowing of
f1,∞. Suppose that {x0,x1,··· ,xm} is a δ-pseudo-orbit. The following sequence:

{x0,x1,··· ,xm, fm+1(xm), f m+2
m+1 (xm), f m+3

m+1 (xm),···}

is an infinite δ-pseudo-orbit. Now since f1,∞ has the shadowing property, there is y∈X

such that for each j ≥ 1, d( f
m+j
1 (y), f

m+j
m+1(xm)< ε, which yields f m

1 (y) = xm. Hence the
sequence f1,∞ has h-shadowing property.

Definition 2.3. The sequence f1,∞ called inverse equicontinuous if for every x∈X and for
every ε>0 there exists δ(x)>0 such that:

Bδ(x)( fi(x))⊆ fi(Bε(x)) for all i,

in which Bε(x) is the open ball with radius ε and center x.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that fi : X →X is one to one and surjective, for all i. Then the
sequence f1,∞ is inverse equicontinuous if and only if the sequence { f−1

i }∞

i=1 is equicon-
tinuous.

Proof. The proof is trivial.

Definition 2.4. We say that f1,∞ is weakly expanding small distances if there exists γ>0
such that for every x,y∈X and every i,

d(x,y)<γ=⇒d( fi(x), fi(y))>d(x,y).

Definition 2.5. We say that f1,∞ is locally expanding if there exists λ > 1 such that for
every x∈X, i≥1 and ε>0, Bλε( fi(x))⊆ fi(Bε(x)).
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Definition 2.6. We say that f1,∞ is weakly locally expanding if there exists γ>0 such that
for every x∈X, i≥1 and ε<γ, Bε( fi(x))⊆ fi(Bε(x)).

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that the sequence f1,∞ is inverse equicontinuous and weakly expanding
small distance then it has weakly locally expanding property.

Proof. Let γ> 0 be a constant as in the definition of weakly expanding small distances.
Since f1,∞ is inverse equicontinuous, for each x∈X there exists λ(x)>0 such that:

Bλ(x)( fi(x))⊆ fi(B γ
2
(x)) for all i≥1. (2.1)

We denote B γ
2
(x)∩ f−1

i (B λ(x)
2

( fi(x)) by Ui, then for x∈Ui there exists η=η(x)< λ(x)
2 such

that Bη(x)⊆Ui. Now we have fi(Ui)= B λ(x)
2

( fi(x)), in fact if y∈ B λ(x)
2

( fi(x)) then using

(2.1) we have y= fi(t) with t∈B γ
2
(x) and fi(t)=y∈B λ(x)

2

( fi(x)) implies t∈ f−1
i (B λ(x)

2

( fi(x)),

hence B λ(x)
2

( fi(x))⊆ fi(Ui). The other side is trivial.

Let z∈Bη(x), ρ<η such that Bρ(z)⊆Bη(x) then fi(z)∈ fi(Ui)=B λ(x)
2

( fi(x)), thus

Bρ( fi(z))⊆Bλ(x)( fi(x))⊆ fi(B γ
2
(x)). (2.2)

We denote B γ
2
(x)∩ f−1

i (Bρ( fi(z)) by Vi, as in the proof of the similar result for Ui, we

see that fi(Vi) = Bρ( fi(z)). We claim Vi ⊆ Bρ(z). Suppose that Vi * Bρ(z), then there is
y∈Vi−Bρ(z). z∈ Bη(x)⊆Ui ⊆ B γ

2
(x) so ρ< d(y,z)≤ d(y,x)+d(x,z)<γ. Now from this

relation and the fact that f1,∞ is weakly expanding small distance we have d( fi(y), fi(z))≥
d(y,z)>ρ which is in contradiction with y∈Vi. Therefore we have Vi⊆Bρ(z) which yields
Bρ( fi(z))= fi(Vi)⊆ fi(Bρ(z)). Now X is compact, and there is x1,x2,··· ,xn in X such that

X⊆∪n
i=1B η(xi)

2

(xi). Define r=min
η(xi)

2 and consider x∈X and ρ<r, so there is 1≤i≤n such

that x∈B η(xi)
2

(xi) which implies Bρ(x)⊆Bη(xi)(xi) and therefore Bρ( fi(x))⊆ fi(Bρ(x)).

Definition 2.7. We say that f1,∞ is uniformly expanding if there exist λ>1 and γ>0 such
that for every x,y∈X and i≥1:

d( fi(x), fi(y))<γ⇒d( fi(x), fi(y))>λd(x,y).

Definition 2.8. We say that f1,∞ is weakly uniformly expanding if there exists γ>0 such
that for every x,y∈X and i≥1:

d( fi(x), fi(y))<γ⇒d( fi(x), fi(y))>d(x,y).

Proposition 2.2. If f1,∞ is weakly uniformly expanding and for all i≥ 1, fi is surjective,
then f1,∞ is weakly locally expanding.

Proof. Let γ > 0 be as in the weakly uniformly expanding definition. It is enough to
prove that for each ǫ<γ, Bε( fi(x))⊆ fi(Bε(x)). If z∈Bε( fi(x)) then there is y∈X such that
fi(y)=z. Since d( fi(x), fi(y))<ǫ, we obtain d(x,y)<d( fi(x), fi(y))<ǫ. So z∈ fi(Bε(x)).
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Now we investigate the relation of h-shadowing and the expansivity notions men-
tioned above.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that there is a continuous map f such that fi → f pointwise. If the
sequence f1,∞ is inverse equicontinuous and weakly expanding small distances, and f is weakly
expanding small distances then it has h-shadowing property.

Proof. There exists γ>0 such that d(x,y)<γ implies that

d(x,y)<d( f (x), f (y)) and d(x,y)<d( fi(x), fi(y)) for all i≥1.

By the above lemma there is r> 0 such that for every ρ< r, and for every i≥ 1, we have
Bρ( fi(x))⊆ fi(Bρ(x)). Let ε>0, we set 0< ε′<min{γ,r,ε} and define:

η(ε′) :=sup{d(x,y) : d( fi(x), fi(y))< ε′ , i≥1}.

Hence η(ε′)≤ ε′. We claim that η(ε′) < ε′. Indeed, if η(ε′) = ε′, there exist sequences
{d(xi,yi)}

∞

i=1 and {k(i)}∞

i=1 ⊆N such that d( fk(i)(xi), fk(i)(yi))< ε′ and

lim
i−→∞

d(xi,yi)=η(ε′)= ε′.

Since X is compact, there is a subsequence {ni}
∞

i=1 ⊆N such that xni
→ x0 and yni

→ y0.
Thus

ε′=η(ε′)= lim
i−→∞

d(xni
,yni

)=d(x0,y0)<d( f (x0), f (y0))

= lim
i−→∞

d( fk(ni)(xni
), fk(ni)(yni

))≤ ε′,

which is impossible. Now we consider 0<δ<min{r,γ,ε′−η(ε′)}. Let {x0,x1,··· ,xn} be a
δ-pseudo-orbit for f1,∞ then d( fn(xn−1),xn)<δ, which implies that there is yn−1∈Bδ(xn−1)
such that fn(yn−1)= xn. Since d( fn(xn−1),xn)<δ≤ ε′, we have:

d(xn−1,yn−1)<η(ε′)≤ ε.

And d( fn−1(xn−2),yn−1)≤d( fn−1(xn−2),xn−1)+d(xn−1,yn−1)<δ+η(ε′)<ε′<r. Therefore
there is yn−2∈Bε′(xn−2)⊆Bγ(xn−2) such that fn−1(yn−2)=yn−1. Hence

d(xn−2,yn−2)<d( fn−1(xn−2),yn−1)<δ+η(ε′)< ε′≤ ε.

Repeating this argument, we can find points yn−1,yn−2,··· ,y0 in X such that for all 0≤ i≤
n−1, fi+1(yi)=yi+1 and d(yi,xi)<ε. Further more f n

1 (y0)=xn, hence f1,∞ has h-shadowing
property.

As a consequence, in the case of a single map we have the following result.

Proposition 2.3. Suppose that f : X→X is a continuous and an open map. If f is weakly
expanding small distances then f has h-shadowing property.
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Theorem 2.3. The following conditions hold:

(1) If the sequence f1,∞ is locally expanding, then it has h-shadowing property.

(2) If the sequence f1,∞ is uniformly expanding, and for all i≥ 1, fi is surjective, then f1,∞ has
h-shadowing property.

Proof. Suppose that f1,∞ is locally expanding, there exist λ>1 and γ>0 such that for every
i≥ 1 and ε<γ, we have Bλε( fi(x))⊆ fi(Bε(x)). For a fixed 0< ε<γ, we set δ=(λ−1)ε,
therefore for every x∈X and i≥1

Bε+δ( fi(x))⊆Bελ( fi(x))⊆ fi(Bε(x)). (2.3)

Let {x0,x1,··· ,xm} ⊆ X be a δ-pseudo-orbit for f1,∞. Then d( fm(xm−1),xm)< δ implies
xm ∈Bε+δ( fm(xm−1)), hence there is a point ym−1∈Bε(xm−1) such that fm(ym−1)= xm and
so we have:

d( fm−1(xm−2),ym−1)≤d( fm−1(xm−2),xm−1)+d(xm−1,ym−1)<δ+ε.

In other word, ym−1∈Bε+δ( fm−1(xm−2)) so there exists ym−2∈Bε(xm−2) such that

fm−1(ym−2)=ym−1.

Repeating this argument, we can find ym−2,ym−3,··· ,y0 in X such that for all 0≤ i≤m−1,

fi+1(yi)=yi+1 and d(yi,xi)< ε,

which proves the h-shadowing property of f1,∞.

For the proof of (2), it is easy to prove that if for all i≥1, fi are surjective maps and f1,∞

is uniformly expanding then f1,∞ is locally expanding, which proves the h-shadowing
property.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose there is a continuous map f such that fi → f pointwise. If both f1,∞ and
f are weakly uniformly expanding, and for all i ≥ 1, fi is surjective then f1,∞ has h-shadowing
property.

Proof. There is γ>0 such that

d( fi(x), fi(y))<γ⇒d(x,y)<d( fi(x), fi(y)) for all i≥1

and

d( f (x), f (y))<γ⇒d(x,y)<d( f (x), f (y)).

For ε>0, let 0< ε′<min{γ,ε}, we define:

η(ε′) :=sup{d(x,y) : d( fn(x), fn(y))< ε′, n≥1}.
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Hence η(ε′)≤ ε′. We claim that η(ε′)< ε′, indeed if η(ε′)= ε′ then there exist sequences
{d(xi,yi)}

∞

i=1, and {k(i)}∞

i=1 ⊆N such that d( fk(i)(xi), fk(i)(yi))< ε′ and

lim
i−→∞

d(xi,yi)=η(ε′)= ε′.

Since X is compact there is a subsequence {ni}
∞

i=1 ⊆N such that xni
→ x0 and yni

→y0. If
{k(i)}∞

i=1 is infinite, then

ε′=η(ε)= lim
i→∞

d(xni
,yni

)=d(x0,y0)<d( f (x0), f (y0))

= lim
i→∞

d( fk(ni)(xni
), fk(ni)(yni

))≤ ε′,

which is impossible. If {k(i)}∞

i=1 is finite, then there is a subsequence {si}
∞

i=1 ⊆{ni}
∞

i=1

such that

d( fn(x0), fn(y0))= lim
i→∞

d( fk(si)(xsi
), fk(si)(ysi

))≤ ε′<γ for some n≥1,

which yields d(x0,y0)<d( fn(x0), fn(y0))≤ ε′. But we have

ε′=η(ε′)= lim
i→∞

d(xni
,yni

)=d(x0,y0),

which is impossible.
Now let 0< δ≤ ε′−η(ε′) and {x0,x1,··· ,xn} be a δ-pseudo-orbit for f1,∞. Since fn is

surjective, there is yn−1 ∈X such that fn(yn−1)= xn, therefore we have d( fn(xn−1),xn)<
δ≤ ε′, and

d(xn−1,yn−1)≤η(ε′)< ε′≤ ε,

so it implies

d( fn−1(xn−2),yn−1)≤d( fn−1(xn−2),xn−1)+d(xn−1,yn−1)<δ+η(ε′)≤ ε′.

Now since fn−1 is surjective, there is yn−2∈X such that fn−1(yn−2)=yn−1 and

d(xn−2,yn−2)≤η(ε′)< ε′≤ ε.

Repeating this argument, we can find yn−1,yn−2,··· ,y0 in X such that for 0≤ i≤n−1, we
have fi+1(yi)=yi+1 and d(yi,xi)< ε′< ε.

Example 2.1. Consider the finite set A of symbols and define X = AN, the set of all
infinite sequences (a1,a2,···) with ai ∈ A. We consider metric d on X as follows, for
x = (x1,x2,···),y = (y1,y2,···) ∈ X, let d(x,y) = 1

2k where k is the smallest positive inte-
ger for which xk 6= yk. The metric space (X,d) is compact. We consider the sequence of
shift maps defined on X as follows:

σi((x1,x2,···))=(xi+1,xi+2,···)
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this mappings are continuous and

d(x,y)=
1

2i
d(σi(x),σi(y)),

therefore the sequence {σi} is uniformly expanding. We prove directly that the sequence
{σi} has shadowing property. For ε>0, let δ≤ǫ and 1

2n <δ≤ 1
2n−1 . Suppose that {xi}

∞

i=0 is
a δ-pseudo orbit. If x0 =(a1,a2,···), the relation d(σ1(x0),x1)< δ implies that there exists
n1≥n+1 such that bn1

6=an1
and x1=(a2,··· ,an1−1,bn1

,a1
n1+1,a1

n1+2,···). Since d(σ2(x1),x2)<δ

there exists n2≥n1+1 such that, bn2 6= an1
and

x2=(a4,··· ,an1−1,bn1
,a1

n1+1,··· ,a1
n2−1,bn2 ,a2

n2+1,···).

By continuing this procedure, we obtain ni ≥ ni−1+i and bni
6= ai−1

ni
and an appropriate

representation for xi as above. Now we consider

Z=(a1,··· ,an1−1,bn1
,a1

n1+1,··· ,a1
n2−1,bn2 ,a2

n2+1,··· ,ai−1
ni−1,bni

,ai
ni+1,···).

We have d(σ1(Z),x1)<ǫ, d(σ3(Z),x2)<ǫ, ··· , d(σ i(i+1)
2

(Z),xi)<ǫ, ··· , which is the same as

d(σk
1 (Z),xk)<ǫ, k=1,2,··· ,i,···, therefore the sequence {σi} has shadowing property.

Example 2.2. Consider the sequence

fn : S1→S1, fn(e
iθ)= ei 2n+1

n θ.

For λ=2 and for every n, Bλǫ( fn(eiθ))⊆ fn(Bǫ(eiθ)), and hence { fn} has locally expanding
property. Therefore { fn} has h-shadowing property.
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